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	enterFactsOfCase: The firm is operating a food delivery business operation.  The firm engaged the worker to make deliveries as available and when scheduled at the worker's request.  The firm provided customer service guidelines and a list of items that would be needed to be provided by the worker in order to perform the services.  The firm's business policies and procedures with regard to performance of the services and payment settlements was also provided.  The firm provided no training.  The firm's dispatcher assigned jobs as received to the worker who indicated being available to make deliveries.  The firm and worker determined the methods used to perform the services.  The firm required the worker to contact the dispatcher regarding any problems or complaints for resolution.  The worker provided the firm with signed slips regarding payment for products and services and settled up with the firm once per week.  The worker performed the services between restaurant and customer locations.  The worker was required to perform the services personally.  The firm provided credit card slips, T-shirts, thermal bags, and sign age was available for purchase or lease by the worker.   The worker provided a personal vehicle, cell phone, and credentials needed to perform the services.  The other party provided food for deliveries.  The worker did lease thermal bags and purchased a T-shirt advertising the firm's business.  The worker incurred expenses for making the deliveries and products used to transport the food safely to customer locations.  The firm did not reimburse any expenses.  The worker was paid on a piecework basis the delivery fees paid by the customers or the firm depending on the customers payment method.  The customers paid the worker and the worker kept the delivery fees and tips if the customers paid in cash and turned over the remainder to the firm.  The firm did not carry workers' compensation insurance.  The delivery fees were based on distance and determined by the firm and agreed too by the worker.  The tips were determined by the customers based on the worker's services.  There was a signed independent contractor agreement between the firm and the worker which addressed expectations, requirements, payment, reporting, and other work related issues.  The worker did not perform similar services for others and was not prohibited from doing so.  The worker advertised the firm's business through a T-shirt purchase and firm provided brochures.  The worker was represented as a delivery person performing services for the firm's business under the firm's business name.  Both parties retain the right to terminate the working relationship at any time without incurring any liability.       
	enterAnalysis: When a firm determines or retains the right to determine directly or through designation what, how, when, and where workers perform services an employer/employee relationship exists.  In this case the worker not the firm determined when and how to perform the services.  The worker provided the firm with availability schedules and notified the firm for assignment purposes.  The worker determined the methods and means used to perform the services.  The methods used by workers to perform services are not only controlled through verbal instructions but also by equipment, materials, and supplies used.   The firm provided information on how to perform good customer service in the industry for increasing income but the worker ultimately determined when and how to perform the services.  The worker contacted the dispatcher regarding problems or complaints for resolution once committed to performance of the services.  The worker provided the firm with customer signed settlement slips on services.  The worker performed the services personally under the firm's business name as agreed in the contract.  These facts indicate the worker had control over the behavioral aspects in the work performed.  The suggestions regarding customer service and making deliveries safely benefited the worker's performance of the services and could result in the worker's income results.  The firm offered jobs, materials for lease, and payment processing materials.  The worker provided a personal vehicle, cell phone, T-shirt, and leased thermal materials used in transporting deliveries safely.  The other party provided food and drinks.  The worker incurred transportation and delivery related expenses as determined by the worker and agreed upon when engaged.  The firm did not reimburse any business expenses incurred by the worker.  The customers paid the worker and if they paid in cash the worker kept the delivery fees and tips and turned over the remainder of the payment to the firm with customer signed payment reports.  The delivery fees were based on distance as determined by the firm and agreed too by the worker.  The tips were determined by the customers based on the worker's delivery services.  The worker could suffer an economic loss and had a financial risk with regard to performance of the services and costs related to making deliveries.  When a worker has a significant financial investment in equipment and materials used in performance of services for a business an independent contractor relationship is evident.  There was a signed independent contractor relationship agreement between the firm and worker which addressed the worker's responsibilities and firm's expectations in how to perform services for the benefit of the firm's business and worker's income.  The firm did not prohibit the worker from performing services for others while performing services for the firm.  The worker advertised the firm's business through wearing the firm's T-shirt and handing out brochures but was not required but encouraged by the firm for the purpose of increasing business and income for both parties.  Both the firm and the worker retain the right to terminate the working relationship at any time with notice without incurring any liability.  When a worker enters into a contract in which the worker provides equipment and materials needed to perform services and the contract indicates the worker to be an independent contractor with control over when and how to perform the services an independent contractor relationship is established and evident which applies in this case.  



